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At Issue:
Should the president announce an Afghanistan exit strategy? 
yes
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n o strategic, political, or economic gains could out-
weigh the costs of America maintaining an indefinite
military presence in Afghanistan. Washington can con-

tinue to disrupt terrorist havens by monitoring the region with
unmanned aerial vehicles, retaining advisers for training Afghan
forces and using covert operatives against specific targets.

Many policy makers and prominent opinion leaders are
pushing for a large-scale, long-term military presence in
Afghanistan. But none of their rationales for such a heavy
presence withstands close scrutiny.

Al Qaeda poses a manageable security problem, not an existen-
tial threat to America. Washington’s response, with an open-ended
mission in Afghanistan, is both unnecessary and unsustainable.

Policy makers also tend to conflate al Qaeda with indigenous
Pashtun-dominated militias, such as the Taliban. America’s securi-
ty, however, will not necessarily be at risk even if an oppressive
regime takes over a contiguous fraction of Afghan territory.

Additionally, the argument that America has a moral obliga-
tion to prevent the reemergence of reprehensible groups like
the Taliban seems instead a justification for the perpetuation
of American empire. After all, America never made a substan-
tive policy shift toward or against the Taliban’s misogynistic,
oppressive and militant Islamic regime when it controlled
Afghanistan in the 1990s. Thus, the present moral outrage
against the group can be interpreted as opportunistic.

Some policy makers claim the war is worth waging because
terrorists flourish in failed states. But that cannot account for ter-
rorists who thrive in states with the sovereignty to reject exter-
nal interference. That is one reason why militants find sanctuary
in Pakistan. In fact, attempts to stabilize Afghanistan destabilize
Pakistan. Amassing troops in Afghanistan feeds the perception
of a foreign occupation, spawning more terrorist recruits for
Pakistani militias and thus placing undue stress on an already-
weakened, nuclear-armed nation.

It’s also important to recognize that Afghanistan’s land-
locked position in Central Asia will forever render it vulnera-
ble to meddling from surrounding states. This factor will make
sealing the country’s borders from terrorists impossible.

Finally, Americans should not fear appearing “weak” after
withdrawal. The United States accounts for almost half of the
world’s military spending, wields one of the planet’s largest
nuclear arsenals and can project its power around the globe.
Remaining in Afghanistan is more likely to weaken the United
States militarily and economically than would withdrawal.no
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i t has been called the “graveyard of empires,” a place that
for thousands of years has stymied invading armies. Today,
Afghanistan remains one of the West’s most vexing inter-

national security conundrums — and a pressing foreign policy
challenge for the Obama administration.

Indeed, for almost as long as Obama has been in office, crit-
ics have counseled the new U.S. president to set a date certain
for an American exit from Afghanistan. To his credit, Mr.
Obama has done no such thing. To the contrary, through the
“Af-Pak” strategy unveiled in March, the White House has effec-
tively doubled down on the American investment in
Afghanistan’s security. It has done so for two principal reasons.

The first has to do with Afghanistan’s importance to the over-
all struggle against radical Islam. In the years before Sept. 11,
Afghanistan became an incubator of international terrorism. And
the sinister synergy created there between al Qaeda and the rul-
ing Taliban movement was directly responsible for the most dev-
astating terrorist attack in American history. Preventing a repeat
occurrence remains an overriding priority, which is why Wash-
ington has committed to propping up the fragile government of
Afghan President Hamid Karzai with the troops and training nec-
essary to hold its ground.

The second is an understanding that Afghanistan is essentially
a derivative problem. Much of the instability that exists there
today is a function of radicalism nurtured next door, in Pakistan.
The Taliban, after all, was an invention of Pakistan’s Inter-Services
Intelligence back in the mid-1990s, and Islamabad’s intelligence
czars (as well as their military counterparts) remain heavily in-
vested in its future. Today, the Taliban poses perhaps a greater
threat to Pakistan’s own stability than to that of Afghanistan. But
a retraction of U.S. and allied forces from the latter is sure to
create a political vacuum that Islamic radicals will be all too
eager to exploit.

These realities have defined the Obama administration’s ap-
proach. Unlike previous foreign powers that have gotten in-
volved in Afghanistan, the United States today is interested
simply in what the military calls “area denial.” The goal is not
to conquer and claim, but to deny the Taliban the necessary
breathing room to regroup and re-entrench.

Setting a firm date for an American withdrawal would funda-
mentally undermine that objective. It would also serve to provide
regional radicals with far greater certainty that the U.S. investment
in Afghanistan’s stability is both limited and reversible.


